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Abstract: Deploying multicore or multiprocessor hardware for robotics applications
is highly beneficial. Parallel hardware structures can be utilized to improve the per-
formance, real-time characteristics, or fault tolerance. Special accelerator components
can boost the performance and energy efficiency even more. However, the optimal
hardware design is application-specific. This is a dilemma especially for modular
general purpose robots, because the application scenario is unknown at design time.
Therefore, more and more robots are being equipped with configurable hardware such
as FPGAs. In this paper we describe the LavA framework, which facilitates the de-
velopment of application-specific MPSoC hardware structures. Our prototype can
interact with Lego Mindstorms NXT sensors and actuators. A DSL is used to describe
the hardware structure. Syntactic and semantic checks are performed on the high-level
hardware model and a resource model quickly provides an estimate of the required
FPGA resources. The hardware synthesis itself is fully automated and requires no
special know how. Optionally, the framework can even statically analyze the C/C++
application code. Based on the hardware access patterns found in the code, a suitable
hardware description is derived automatically.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, the use of multiprocessor systems is a common practice in many areas, for

instance servers or personal computers, but also in the area of embedded systems, multi-

processor systems are an emerging trend. Especially, robotic applications can benefit from

the parallel processing of tasks. These applications are almost always depending on real-

time requirements and have to handle unexpected events very rapidly, for instance a six-

legged robot with environment detection via camera or other sensors. In this case the

hardware structures, or more precisely multiprocessor system in our case, have a major

impact on the quality of how the robot acts. Does the movement of the six legs looks nat-

ural? How quickly and efficiently can the robot spot obstacles or detect objects? Tailored

hardware structures can help to achieve the performance goals. The most simple option

could be to provide two processors, to separate the environment detection from the motion

controll. More sophisticated solutions may result in better performance of the robot, but
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